Addressing Scalability While Feature Requests Persist. A Look at NASA Worldview's New Features and Their Implementation by King, Benjamin
Worldview	is	a	web	mapping	tool	used	for	educa6on,	research,	and	disaster	
response.	We	consume	600+	Imagery	products	and	support	6me-cri6cal	applica6on	
areas	such	as	wildﬁre	management,	air	quality	measurements,	and	ﬂood	monitoring.	
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https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20180001300 2019-08-30T12:29:23+00:00Z
We	have	come	a	long	way	over	the	past	7	years.	Compare	this	version	to	current	
version	
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This	is	worldview	in	2013,	two	years	later.	Talk	about	what	has	changed	between	
2011	and	2013	and	how	this	version	diﬀers	from	the	current	state	of	Worldview.	
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	(Video)	Give	a	demo	of	the	current	state	of	Worldview.	Discuss	issues	related	
to	building	on	top	of	such	a	large	codebase	over	a	long	period	of	6me.	Discuss	our	
solu6ons	to	these	issues.	(Detailed	example	below)	
	We	now	have	a	product	picker	for	browsing	through	all	600+	layers	and	an	
events	feature	that	allows	you	to	browse	ac6ve	events	and	numerous	other	features.	
	When	a	codebase	is	maintained	for	6+	years	by	numerous	developers,	it	is	
going	to	have	it’s	problems.	We	have	run	into	the	problem	of	vast	amounts	of	code	
being	put	in	places	in	which	it	was	never	intended	in	aRempt	to	get	some	new	
func6onality	to	work.	Another	issue	at	hand	is	that	things	were	6ghtly	coupled	across	
diﬀerent	pieces	of	the	applica6on.	The	team	wanted	to	take	a	new	approach	to	the	
structure	of	the	applica6on,	but	did	not	have	6me	to	break	away	and	focus	all	our	
aRen6on	on	a	redo.		
	As	an	open	source	project,	a	lot	of	the	team’s	brainstorming	relates	to	geUng	
more	contributors	on	board	with	the	project.	Worldview	is	a	mapping	applica6on.	
What	good	is	Worldview	code	going	to	be	for	anyone	unless	he/she	wants	to	
visualize	their	own	WMS	(Web	Map	Service)	or	WMTS	(Web	Map	Tile	Service)	
imagery	(	soon	to	include	vector	imagery)?	The	solu6on	decided	upon	was	to	make	
another	repository	of	small	components	that	could	be	used	across	many	disciplines.	
What	we	found	while	coding	with	the	an6cipa6on	of	others	using	our	code	for	their	
own	projects	was	that	we	were	forced	to	write	decoupled	code.	
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Discuss	the	purpose	of	the	worldview	components,	which	is:	geUng	contributors,	
crea6ng	reusable	modules	that	are	non-dependent	on	the	worldview	app	itself,	and	
using	modern	development	tools.	
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(Video)	An	example	of	Worldview’s	Imagery	Over	the	Dateline	feature	being	used	to	
show	a	tropical	storm	over	Fiji.	
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(VIDEO)	Use	NASA’s	Scien6ﬁc	Visualiza6on	Studio	example	to	show	how	orbit	tracks	
aﬀect	the	way	GIBS	near	real-6me	imagery	is	populated.	Explain	why	our	
implementa6on	is	beRer	than	simply	wrapping	imagery.	
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Explain	how	imagery	over	the	dateline	was	implemented	using	OpenLayers	layer	
groups.	
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Explain	the	diﬀerent	capabili6es	of	the	anima6on	widget:	date	selector,	frame	rate,	
increments,	and	crea6ng	GIFs.	
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Discuss	all	the	pieces	of	the	anima6on	feature	that	were	able	to	be	isolated	into	
reusable	components	and	discuss	precache	6les	with	promise	queues.	
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Explain	how	anyone	could	use	one	of	the	worldview-components	for	their	own	
project.		
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Talk	about	future	features	and	how	we	would	like	contributors	
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GIVE	THANKS.	
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